
Bagawat Geeta, Class 36
Shloka # 3:

“The blessed Lord Said:
O Sinless One! Two kinds of disciplines in this world were set
forth by Me of yore-for Samkhyas the disciple of knowledge ,
and for the Yogins, that of works.”

Recapping  shloka  #  3,  Swami  Parmarthananda,  said,  after
listening  to  teachings  in  chapter  2,  Arjuna  n  =ow  has
questions about the roles Karma Yoga and Gyana Yoga. He thinks
there is a choice between the two. This is a mistake. Sri
Krishna at no point presented them as optional. All scriptures
agree that Gyanam alone can liberate. So there is no choice.
All have to go through Gyanam.  Before going to Gyanam one has
to be qualified for it.  This can be done through Karma Yoga. 
Everybody has to prepare their mind and only then can they go
to Gyana Yoga. So there is no choice, both are essential. One
prepares the mind and the other removes ignorance.  Arjuna did
not understand this, hence his question. Sri Krishna wanted
Arjuna to fully understand this requirement of scriptures.
Here Sri Krishna introduces the concepts of Sadhana and Life
style (also called Nishta). Everybody requires both of them.
The lifestyles indicated are:

1) Pravrithi Marga and
2) Nivrithimarga

Pravrithi  marga  is  Grihastashrama  and  Nivrithi  marga  is
Sanyasa or Gyanashrama.
Swamiji says there are three possible lifestyles for human
beings. They are:

Grihasthashrama followed by Sanyasashrama. Karma  , such1.
as money, people etc. One uses these to lead an active
life of service and in this process removes the sharp
edges  of  mind.  It  removes  the  sharp  edges  of  the
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personality  like  kamaḥ,  krodhaḥ,  lobhaḥ,  mohaḥ,  etc.
This is just like a knife sharpened by a rough surface.
After  Grihastashrama  one  goes  to  Sanyasashrama.  This
stage is to acquire knowledge. Here the person is free
of  responsibilities.  He  should  not  possess  anything.
Yoga (acquisition) and Kshema (preservation) are both,
burdens. He has to shave his head
or grow his hair. Grihastha’s duties are prescribed, as
are  different  ones  for  a  Sanyasi.  For  a  grihastha,
parayaṇam is rudram, chamakam, sukthani, etc.; for a
sanyasi  daily  parayaṇam  is  upaniṣhad,  brahma  sutras,
bhaṣyam,  etc.  Even  his  (Sanyasi’s)  daily  karmas  are
designed for the pursuit of Gyana yoga; and therefore
Gyanam does not require any expenditure. However, Karma
does require expenditure. This life style is considered
the ideal one.
Grihasthashrama  followed  by  a  continuation  in2.
Grihasthashrama.  One  performs  Karma  yoga  and  then
gradually  moves  to  Gyana  yoga,  all  within
Grihasthashrama.  This  life  style  is  a  little  more
difficult but can be managed. In this life style, the
Gyanam stage can occasionally be disturbed because of
the life of a grihastha. This is just like a knife can
occasionally be a screwdriver and a screwdriver too can
occasionally be used for cutting. So this life style is
strictly Grihasthashrama only.
In this third life style one skips Grihasthashrama to3.
Sanyasa.  Here  the  hope  of  purifying  the  mind  is
difficult. Here too one can manage with some difficulty.
Here one performs Karma through Japas and service to his
Guru.  This  is  strictly  Sanyasashrama.  It  is  least
favored of all life styles.

The first lifestyle is best and second one is also acceptable.
So Arjuna, continue in the Grihasthashrama.

Clarification of some words used in the shloka 3:



Pura means- through the vedas, from past. It is said The L ord
createdBrahma. The Lord created the world and brought out
Brahma from his navel, and at the same time gave the Vedic
teaching as well. And that is reason Brahmaji has four heads
representing the four Vedas.
Anadh: means the pure one or Arjuna.
Samkhya:  means Sanyasi

So pure minded Arjuna, these two lifestyles I have introduced
among the human beings; the animals do not have four ashramas;
they do not have any problem. Only the human beings have these
two main ashramas, Grihastha and Sanyasa.

Explaining further, a Sanyasi is supposed to remove his scared
thread and give up Gayathri mantra. He now goes to Omkara
Mantra. Swamiji explained the  Om (A U M) is a shortened
version of the Gayathri mantra.

Gayathri has got three lines; each line is simplified into one
one  letter.  Tatsavithurvarenyam  is  simplified  into  A;
bhargodevasya  dhimahi  is  simplified  into  U,  dhiyo  yona
prachodayat is simplified into uM; A plus U plus uM is AUM or
OM.

A  Sanyasi  should  not  worry  about  earning.  He  was  to  be
dedicated to seeking knowledge and well being of society. In
turn, society was supposed to provide for him.

Nivrithi: Pursuit of knowledge.
Yoginaha: means extroverted people not committed to knowledge.
Karma Yoga and Sadhanas such as Pancha Maha Yagna govern such
active people.

Swamiji will explain Pancha Maha Yagna in a future class.

Shloka # 4:
“Man does not achieve freedom from works by abstention from
them. None
attains perfection through the mere renunciation of works,



either.”

Whatever life style one adopts one has to go through Karma
Yoga and then study the scriptures in a systematic manner
under a Guru.

In this shloka Sri Krishna tells Arjuna, you should not avoid
action. He gives three reasons for this:

Reason # 1: By avoiding or giving up action, you cannot get
Moksha.  You cannot move away from duties. Running away from
problems does not solve it. Our true problem is internal,
although we think it lies outside us.

In this Shloka Naishkaryam and Sidhi both mean Moksha.

In scriptures there are statements that say that by giving up
Karma  one  can  get  liberation.  Sri  Krishna  clarifies  that
wherever it says renouncing Karma will get liberation, it
should also state that Gyanam should support Karma. Sanyasa
works only when it is backed by scriptural studies.

Explaining what scriptural studies mean, Swamiji said, in his
ashrama  when  they  were  studying  the  bhaṣyam,  some  of  the
Shankaracharya’s bhashya was so deep, it took 15 continuous
days of studies to complete one mantra.

By mere renunciation, wearing an Ochre robe, one cannot get
Moksha. Sanyasa does not guarantee Moksha.

Shloka # 5:
“None indeed , even for a moment , remains without doing work.
All, being dependent, are made to work by the constituents of
Prakrti.”

Reason #2: Giving his second reason for not giving up action,
Sri  Krishna  says,  it  is  impossible  to  give  up  action.
Everybody will be forced to perform some action based upon his
nature. A man cannot give up physical action and even if one
does  so,  your  mind  will  become  active.  This  is  because



everyone’s prakrithi causes him or her to act. Maya has three
Gunas that pervade creation. The ornament will reflect the
type of gold it is made up of. Thus, we have gold with more
silver, lead and copper that reflects in the ornament. Traits
of  Karanam  (cause)  will  be  there  in  the  effect  as  well.
Parents are evident in their children. The three Gunas, Satva,
Rajas and Tamas are
present in different proportions in each one of us. The human
being is helpless. The most you can do is channelize these
energies. People try to stop thought in meditation; Swamiji
says  this  is  a  mistake.  Vedic  meditation  is  more  into
directing your mind rather than stopping thought. Any type of
meditation that we prescribe involves the appropriate thought.
And therefore Sri Krishna says that if you try to
give up your action, wherever you go, you will start fresh
action. If you become a sanyasi and go to Rishikesh and if you
are a rajasic person, your leadership qualities will exert and
you will form a sanyasi association. So, even if you renounce
action, you will still find action. So, Arjuna, please do what
you have to.

Shloka # 6:
“Controlling the organs of action, he who lets his mind dwell
on their objects has a confounded mind; he is said to be a
hypocrite.”

Reason # 3: The third argument offered by Sri Krishna is that
giving up action is very risky and can be counter productive.
One can go to Vedanta only after purifying worldly desires.
Everybody has got certain natural needs; so they talk about
the hierarchy of needs; first the need is for survival; then
food  and  clothing;  and  thereafter  the  need  is  for
entertainment;  thereafter  the  need  is  to  be  wanted;  I
want to love someone and I want to be loved by someone.  Human
mind has different levels of needs including needs for self-
respect, doing something in the society, so that the society
will remember me.



A person has to go through them and accomplish some self-
respect, as they say, to let the ego ripen.

The ego has to ripen before it falls. This can happen only in
society and through family life. Sanyasa Marga is a one-way
traffic.  A  grihastha  can  become  a  sanyasi;  but  a  sanyasi
cannot become a grihastha. That is why Dayananda Swamiji used
to tell us; when he went to Uttarakashi, he met many sadhus,
sanyasis and he was talking with
them.  During  discussions,  Swamiji  said:  I  want  to  take
sanyasa. Many of those sanyasis told him: Do not take that
decision. One of them said: You know, somehow after a fight
with my wife, I left and took up sanyasa, because one day my
early morning coffee was delayed. And now here, on the first
day,  Himalayas  and  Ganges  were  wonderful  and  fine  and  I
thought this is the best place to stay for life; but on second
day,  third  day,  fourth  day,  it  was  the  same  Ganga,  same
Himalayas, and
if you ask for bhikṣha, the bhikṣha would also be the same;
unlike in my house, where it was different every day. Here,
you will have have no choice.

A  Grihastha  cannot  become  a  Brahmachari.  If  ego  has  not
matured it can miss a lot. If mind is not ready for Sanyasa,
it can misfire. It can become a life of Mithyachara. Pressure
mounts in mind for pleasures. So it is risky to skip and go to
Sanyasashrama.

Take away:

It  is  only  by  going  through  life’s  ups,  downs  and1.
travails  that  eventually  our  ego  will  ripen  and
hopefully fall off. Running away from life will not
help.
Even if you run away, as Swamiji points out, the grass2.
is  not  greener  on  the  other  side.  Sanyasa  may  not
help.With Best Wishes,
Ram Ramaswamy


